
Taking NFTs to the Next Level
by Chikn



Eggnite is the 
world’s first 
upgradable 
NFT launchpad

We work with new 
and existing projects 
to make static NFTs 
dynamic and then 
launch them to 
the world’s largest 
upgradable NFT 
community.

Whether you’re looking 
to launch an NFT project, 
migrate an existing 
collection, release a 
Web3.0 game, create 
a gamified loyalty 
program, or leverage 
NFTs in any other way, Eggnite is for you.



How?
With the power of $EGG

Eggnite lets you

get your 
project seen

drive user 
engagement

enable 
permanent 

gamification

create a 
perpetual 
value loop 

for both your project 
and your community
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Who 
Are We?
We are Chikn™
Our ecosystem encompasses three of the 
top NFTs on Avalanche, including its biggest 
collection of all time: chikn.

•  Our ecosystem is an infinitely 
expanding metaverse, capable of 
hosting endless NFTs, Play-to-Earn/
Play-to-Own games, and upgradable 
innovations both within and 
alongside it.

•  We’re home to the largest and most 
active community on Avalanche.

•  Our novel Tri-Token Architecture 
pioneered Upgradable NFTs.



Proudly built on Avalanche, 
we plan to migrate our 
ecosystem to our own subnet: 
The Bokchain.

The Bokchain is powered by our custom 
gas token, $EGG. This is the same token 
utilized by Eggnite and the most transacted 
token on Avalanche besides AVAX itself.

As the leading NFT project on Avalanche, 
we plan to bootstrap over $1 billion of 
gamified NFTs onto low-cost, high-speed 
infrastructure through Eggnite.



Eggnite is 
for Everyone

B2B

B2C
Collectors

NFT Minters & Traders
Gamers

Artists
Web3.0 Projects & Teams 

Game Developers
Companies & Brands



For 
Artists
Got some art or a 
concept but not sure 
how to execute? 

Generative Art
Custom Software
Whether you’ve got your entire collection of traits or 
part thereof, our state-of-the-art generative software 
can turn your art into thousands of unique pieces.

Rarities & Distribution
Nail Your Collection
Rarities are one of the most important aspects of 
NFT collections. We help you make sure that they’re 
distributed correctly across the entire collection—both 
aesthetically and statistically.

Utility & Concept Guidance
Advice from the Experts
We know what’s possible and we know what works. 
Let us guide your project to success.

Smart Contracts
Creation & Management
We can bring you on-chain fast, securely, 
and without excessive costs.

Launch Your Project to the Masses 
Get Your NFTs into the Hands of Collectors
Ensure your launch goes off without a hitch and nail 
the most critical moment in your project’s timeline.

We can help.



For Projects & 
Game Developers
Give your NFTs the fanfare 
they deserve.

Give your project new life 
by plugging straight into 
the most active community 
on Avalanche.

THE GRASS IS GREENER ON THE BOKCHAIN
Migrate

Launch

Whitelists are old-school. 
Gamified mints get your users 
playing from the start—and our 
users too!

GAMIFIED MINTS

EGGSPANSION PACKS

Got something great for the 
Chiknverse? Work with us to 
bring it in and make it canon.

Integrate

Promote

Give holders more with NFT 
farming rewards—the best way 
to drive long-term interest in 
your project.

FARMING REWARDS

Instead of requiring your 
community to leave the 
ecosystem to trade NFTs, 
keep everything in-house with 
your own native marketplace, 
powered by Chikn.

CUSTOM MARKETPLACES TO MEET YOUR NEEDS
Buy & Sell

Upgrade

Your NFTs are more than 
just PFPs. Transform them 
and see your project reach 
its full potential.

FROM STATIC TO DYNAMIC



For Companies 
& Brands
Leverage the 
exciting world 
of gamified NFTs 
to engage your 
existing audience 
and reach 
new markets.

Gamified Marketing
ENGAGEMENT MADE FUN
Build loyalty and drive 
engagement with 
gamified promotions.

Expert Advice
GUIDANCE FROM PROVEN 
INDUSTRY LEADERS
New to NFTs and not sure 
where to begin? Our expert 
team is here to guide you 
every step of the way.

Eager Audiences
REACH THOSE KEEN TO LISTEN
Tap into an established, 
engaged audience to 
maximize marketing results.

Full-Stack Support
FROM IDEATION TO 
EXECUTION AND BEYOND
Take your idea from the 
drawing board to the 
blockchain with artistic 
and technical support 
wherever you need it.



Eggnite gives the user more. 
Whether you’re in the Chikn ecosystem, 
an eager NFT collector, or a new user, 
we’ve got something for you.

For Consumers

Priority Mints
$EGG Holder Advantages
Those in the Chikn ecosystem have priority 
with upcoming mints and product offerings.

Gamified Farming
Upgradable Rewards
FarmLand NFTs give you access to all reward 
farms available at chikn.farm and can be for 
better results over time!

TelEGGport
The Path to the Chiknverse
Bridge NFTs from Ethereum or Solana with 
ease. Stop looking at your favorite NFTs and 
start playing with them.

EGGsoskeleton
Token Wrappers that Do More
Got PFP NFTs you’d like to game with? 
While nothing compares to a genuine chikn 
or Roostr, giving your NFTs an EGGsoskeleton 
makes any NFT competitive in the Chiknverse.

Perks Products



Want to get 
Involved?
This Google Form 
is the first step in 
your application 
to Eggnite.

Whether you’re just starting or have already launched, we want 
to hear from you. Show us what you have—the idea, the art, the 
website, the docs, the team, the concept, or your track record—
and let’s get the conversation started. 

Complete the Form above and we will get back to you as soon 
as possible.

Repeat submissions will 
not be considered.

https://forms.gle/98ifwVRPr6hpcM4X7


What We’re 
Looking For
Creativity & Originality
Like you, we believe in doing things differently. While we do 
want cohesion in the Chikn ecosystem, we also want a breadth 
of concepts, genres, and technical applications. Mix it up and 
make it fresh—this is your permission to innovate.

Quality & Suitability
Is it capable of becoming a 
top-10 project on Avalanche? 
Could it be competitive with 
top-tier NFTs on Ethereum?

Enjoyment Factor
Will the community love it? 
Interactivity, playability, and 
utility are the keywords here. It 
might look pretty, but is it fun?

Progress
How far along are you? How 
much extra work needs to be 
put in or are you on track for 
completion in the near future?

Proof of Execution
What’s your track record? 
Proven ability to execute 
is not essential, but a 
massive plus.

Transparency 
& Compliance
While we’re not here to 
micromanage, we’re serious 
about due diligence and need 
to be sure you’re a trustworthy 
and legally compliant entity 
within your jurisdiction.



Let us make your NFT 
vision a reality.

Discord Twitter Updates Docs API

eggnite.chikn.farm
contact@chikn.farmApply Now

https://discord.gg/chikn
https://twitter.com/chikn_nft
https://medium.com/@chikn_farm
https://docs.chikn.farm/
https://api.chikn.farm/
https://eggnite.chikn.farm/
mailto:contact@chikn.farm
https://forms.gle/98ifwVRPr6hpcM4X7

